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TEDDY AVATAR APPLICATION

During the implementation of the RTG project, a pioneering

application featuring a charming Teddy Avatar was created.

This innovative educational tool has been meticulously

crafted to cater for the needs of autistic children, providing a

stimulating and engaging learning experience.

The Teddy Avatar within the application possesses unique

capabilities, including counting numbers, showcasing various

body and facial parts, and even demonstrating simple daily

tasks such as making the bed or reaching for a book. These

functionalities serve as vital aids for educators, facilitating

the teaching process for autistic children.

Accessible through the link http://teddy.roboterapia.eu/, the

application is readily available, offering a user-friendly

interface for teachers and students. Its interactive nature

encourages active participation and comprehension,

facilitating a conducive learning environment.

The RTG project is on an upward trajectory, with the

development team at POLITECHNIKA LODZKA continuously

striving to enhance the application further. Sophisticated

scenarios are already implemented and in the pipeline, slated

for integration into the final version of the application. These

enrichments promise to elevate the application's utility,

broadening its scope and impact within the realm of autism.
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PRE-PILOTING PHASE

Following the successful completion of the first version of the Teddy Avatar Application, each

partner organized a pilot meeting. In these sessions, dedicated to presenting our teaching

materials and application functionalities to teachers of autistic children, we received an

overwhelming surge of enthusiasm and valuable feedback. The teachers appreciated our teaching

materials and app, offering insightful suggestions on how to enhance its usability to better suit

their needs. Building upon this valuable input, we are now actively engaged in crafting the second

version of the application, incorporating more scenarios and functionalities to further enrich the

learning experience for both educators and students.

OUR FURTHER STEPS

In our ongoing efforts to enhance the Teddy Avatar Application, we are diligently updating

the platform and crafting comprehensive lesson plans tailored for teachers.  As we are

preparing for the second phase of piloting, we eagerly anticipate putting our new scenarios

and lesson plans to the test, collaborating closely with teachers and their students. This

crucial phase will not only refine our application, but also ensure its effectiveness in

facilitating engaging and impactful learning experiences for autistic children.

THE CONSORTIUM: MORE ABOUT OUR PROJECT

 https://readyteddygo.eu/en

 @ReadyTeddyGoProject
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